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Plan Now for Year 2000 Agency
Training!
You've told Minnesota 7T that you want advanced information on T2

workshops to help plan your training budgets. We heard you-and
so the new 1999-2000 T2 Workshop Schedule provides the informa-
tion you need. The schedule identifies year 2000 workshops to
educate your staff on many current engineering and maintenance-
related transportation practices.

on't let your employees miss out on meaningful, cost-

effective training because it wasn't anticipated and
budgeted for. We believe you won't find training as

economically available and as carefully designed to meet the
specific needs of Minnesota county, city, and township personnel
anywhere else.

The one-page Workshop Schedule provides the course title,
approximate fee, and the anticipated time frame for T2 workshop
offerings. Using the Workshop Schedule, planning for training is
easy. Here is what we suggest:

1. Review T2 workshop offerings for the year 2000 and antici-
pate desired courses and number of personnel to attend.

2. Determine anticipated funding needs for your agency
personnel to participate in training.

3. Incorporate these needs into your agency's year 2000 budget
request.

T2 Workshops continued on page 7

Murphy Passes Baton to Skallman
Best wishes to Patrick B. Murphy, who recently retired from

Mn/DOT's Division of State Aid for Local Transportation,
where he was director from June 1994 to December 1998. Pat
extensively supported Minnesota local agency transportation while
working as director of the Hennepin County Public Works and
Transportation Division, director of Public Works for Carver
County, and of Public Works for the city of Robbinsdale. Pat was
also influential as a member of the Minnesota Local Road

Murphy continued on page 8

Pat Murphy holds the plaque presented to him by Cheri Trenda at a
September i 2 Steering Committee meeting, in honor of his service to
Minnesota T2.
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Maria Hagen Is New T2 Coordinator

aria Hagen began work inJanuary as the new coordi-
nator of the Minnesota T2 Center.
Selected by a search committee
representing the University,
Mn/DOT, and local government,
Hagen joins T2 from the city of
Robbinsdale.

As city engineer, Hagen Maria Hagen wa
coordinated the planning, review, Robbinsdale city

design, construction, inspection, before joining Mi
and contract management of all public infra-
structure improvements. She also represented the
city in various capacities with other agencies
such as county and state highway departments,
local watershed management organizations, and
other cities.

"My work as city engineer since 1996, and as
assistant city engineer from 1994-96, allowed
me to experience the educational and research
needs of a small community," Hagen says. "I
believe that this background will help me serve

Minnesota Technology Transfer (T2) / LTAP Center
Center for Transportation Studies
University of Minnesota
200 Transportation and Safety Building
511 Washington Avenue S.E.
Minneapolis, MN 55455

the clients of the T2 Center."
Hagen holds a bachelor's

degree in civil engineering from
the University of Minnesota and
is a registered professional
engineer in Minnesota. Her
previous experience includes
positions as a graduate engineer
with Toltz, King, Duvall,

gineer Anderson, Inc., and as a student
'esota 2. trainee with Mn/DOT's

Mn/ROAD project.
She is active in a number of profes-

sional organizations, including the City
Engineers Association of Minnesota and
the CTS Education Council. She also is
the current vice president of the Twin
Lakes Chapter of the Minnesota Society
of Professional Engineers and job bank
director for the Women's Transportation
Seminar. Welcome Maria! El
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Pilot Program to Expand
Transportation Planning AssistanceT he Center for Transportation To collect customer input on what

Studies (CTS), Mn/DOT, and transportation- and planning-related
the Federal Highway Adminis- educational assistance is needed, initial

tration (FHWA) have joined together questionnaires were distributed to MPO,
to establish a pilot Planning Technical RDC, and Mn/DOT planners; members
Assistance Program (PTAP). The new of the League of Minnesota Cities; and
program is one of four regional Mn/DOT pre-construction engineers
technical resource centers to be during their October-November
created under the federally sponsored meetings. Based on the input received, a
Transportation Modeling Improve- second survey distributed to a broader
ment Program (TMIP). customer group will solicit input on the

PTAP's anticipated role will be to preferred format for suggested educa-
provide training and educational tional programs. Regional planning
programs and offer information needs will be explored further upon the
exchange forums for small- and development of the initial PTAP
medium-sized communities in the program elements.
region. Programs will first be created In cooperation with Mn/DOT, a full
for Minnesota and then partnerships range of training topics are being
will be explored for expansion into considered. These include: Introduction
surrounding states. The first regional to Travel Demand Forecasting, Ad-
center created through TMIP-in vanced Travel Demand Forecasting,
operation for over two years-is Introduction to Transportation Planning,
located at the Texas Transportation Introduction to Metropolitan Planning,
Institute (TTI). It serves large MPOs Improving Effectiveness of Public
requiring technical support for Meetings, and Mn/DOT's pilot Rural
complex, data-intensive travel Transportation Planning course. The
demand models (e.g., TRANSIMS). first in the PTAP series of training

Directing the creation of the PTAP opportunities, "Introduction to Travel
resource center is the advisory Demand Forecasting," was offered by
committee which includes the Mn/DOT on February 1-4 at the Mn/
following members: Bob Johns (chair) DOT Training and Conference Center in
of CTS; Annette Bair of the South- Arden Hills.
west RDC; Ron Chicka of the Duluth- If you have comments or input to
Superior MPO; Bob Benke, Kathy PTAP, we'd like to hear from you!
Briscoe, Craig Collison, Randy Please feel free to contact any member
Halvorson, Al Schenkelberg, Otto of the advisory committee or contact
Schmid, and Patrick Weidemann of Cheri Trenda of CTS at 612-625-5829, or
Mn/DOT; and Philip Miller and Susan drop an e-mail at trend001 @cts.umn.edu. El
Moe of the FHWA.

-Cheri Trenda
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The Minnesota Technology Transfer (T2) Cen-
ter is part of the Federal Highway
Administration's Local Technical Assistance
Program (LTAP). LTAP is a nationwide effort
designed to foster and improve information
exchange among local practitioners and state
and national transportation agencies.
Minnesota's T2 Center is administered by the
Center for Transportation Studies at the Uni-
versity of Minnesota, and cosponsored by the
Minnesota Local Road Research Board and
the Minnesota Department of Transportation.

Technology Exchange is published quarterly.
Forfree subscriptions, mailing list changes, or
extra copies of the Exchange, contact Circu-
lation at the address or phone number shown.

The Exchange welcomes contributions and
suggestions from its readers. Submit articles,
news items, and other comments to Pamela
Snopl, editor, at the address or number be-
low.

Minnesota Technology Transfer (P2) I LTAP
Center
Center for Transportation Studies
University of Minnesota
200 Transportation and Safety Building
511 Washington Avenue SE.
Minneapolis, MN 55455
Phone: 612-626-1077
Fax: 612-625-6381
E-mail: snopl001 @tc.umn.edu
Web: www.umn.edu/cts/T2/t2.html

The University of Minnesota is committed to
the policy that all persons shall have equal
access to its programs, facilities, and employ-
ment without regard to race, color, creed,
religion, national origin, sex, age, marital sta-
tus, disability, public assistance status, vet-
eran status, or sexual orientation. * This
publication is available in alternative formats
upon request.

Any product mentioned within should not be
considered a product endorsement. Authors'
opinions/findings do not necessarily reflect the
views of Minnesota T2.
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The LRRB, with assistance from Mn/
DOT, has produced a new video,
Pothole Repair: Proven Practices.
Produced by Braun Intertec, the video
offers up-to-date information on the
best methods for handling those
potholes that can't be avoided. Mike
Marti of Koch Materials (formerly with
Braun Intertec), who is also a member
of the LRRB Research Implementation
Committee, prepared this Q&A, which
summarizes some of the major points
covered in the video. The video will be
available from Mn/DOT's Office of
Research Services by late March; call
651-282-2272 for information on how
to get a copy.

Year after year, our roadways have to
withstand seasonal changes, extreme
environments, and increasing traf-
fic-both volumes and loadings.
Yearly local government is faced with
trying to maintain a vast network of
roadways with decreasing budgets, to
provide safe roadways for the public
in a cost-effective manner. Since our
cities, counties, and the state of
Minnesota put millions of dollars into
pothole patching every year, it's a
good idea to look carefully at the
advances recently made to the process
of pothole patching.

Q
Who developed these advances?

A
Two research programs:

* Mn/DOT's Smooth Pavement

Ja.- a. 99 o. ,No

Task Force
* FHWA Strategic Highway

Research Program
In these projects, a combined total of
more than one thousand potholes were
repaired and then monitored to
determine which repair methods work
best. Both studies agreed that patches
can last longer-and save us all a lot
of money-if better materials and
methods are used.

What causes potholes?

A
* Cracks develop in the pavement as

a result of traffic, aging, and
weather.

* Water from rain or melted snow
gets into the cracks.

* When the temperature drops, the
water freezes and expands,
making the cracks deeper and
wider.

* With more precipitation, more
freeze-thaw cycles, and continued
vehicle loading, sooner or later the
cracks go all the way through the
pavement. Now water can get
underneath the surface.

* When this subsurface water
freezes and expands, it pushes the
pavement up and weakens it even
more. When the ice melts and
contracts, it leaves a space. So we
have a weakened pavement layer
over a cavity.

* With continued traffic and heavy
loads-potholes!

Are there different types of pothole
patches?

A
Yes. They are classified as:

* Permanent
* Semi-permanent
* Temporary

In any given situation, three factors
should be weighed carefully in
deciding which patching method to
use-pavement condition, pavement
life expectancy, and the overall
availability of resources. Following
are some general guidelines.

When is permanent patching used and
what are the steps?

A
Permanent patching is the technique to
use for a pavement that's in good
condition, has a relatively long life
expectancy, and when permanent
patching fits into the agency's overall
picture of available resources. Steps of
permanent patching:

* Mark area to be patched. Keep
area rectangular.

* Cut vertical edges (saw, jack
hammer, or mill).

* Clean area (sweep and blow).
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New Spring Load Policy Changes Posting Dates
from page 1

New System Based on
Mn/ROAD Research
Historically the start of the spring
posting period has been determined by
physical observations of roadways
and shoulders, measurements of thaw
with frost tubes and resistivity probes,
and the experience of district mainte-
nance and materials personnel. While
generally very accurate in determining
when the thaw is taking place, the
delay in reaching a consensus in a
frost zone and the typical one-week
notification period have allowed
considerable pavement damage to
occur.

Analysis of pavement strength
during the spring thaw period has
shown that the damage incurred each
day at the beginning of the thaw is
equivalent to about one week at the
end of an eight-week posting period.
Therefore, to make up for the damage
caused by a one-week delay in posting
roads, the spring restriction period
would need to be extended by several
weeks.

Through research conducted at the
Minnesota Road Research Project
(Mn/ROAD) pavement research
facility and validated statewide, we
are now able to better predict when
weakening will occur using air
temperatures currently recorded and
forecast for most areas of Minnesota.
The actual posting dates from the
period 1986 to 1998 were compared
with those predicted using the new
technique developed by Mn/DOT. The
comparison showed that there is

* Tack edges.
* Place, do not throw, high-quality

patch material.
* Compact the material!!!

What is the difference between
permanent and semi-permanent
patching?

A
Semi-permanent patching is used as a
proactive measure to keep a small
pothole from turning into a major
failure. The procedure for semi-
permanent patching is similar to
permanent patching. The difference is
that you don't cut the pavement.

Q
When is temporary patching used?

A
It's the right choice when there is a
hole that could damage vehicles and
needs to be patched right away-but it
is not realistic to close the road.
Temporary patching is also used for a
road that's in generally poor condition
or is scheduled for an overlay or
reconstruction.

a
How can temporary patches be
improved?

A
Research emphasizes that some simple
changes in the temporary patching
process can produce higher quality,
longer lasting patches. As with perma-

typically a seven- to ten-day delay
from the time that it was determined
load restrictions should be placed and
the actual placement date.

Damage caused by
this delay can
shorten the life of
a pavement by 5
to 10 percent.
This delay
causes

damage that
could be
prevented
and results
in addi-
tional costs
to govern-
ment
agencies and e
increased
user costs due
to vehicle
damage and '

greater travel time
due to pavement
condition. The potential
savings resulting from improved load
restriction placement are substantial
because statewide there are about
38,000 miles of paved roads that do
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nent and semi-permanent patching,
materials and methods make a
difference. And the message here is
the same as before: The most cost-
effective repairs are made with high-
quality material.

Most important, the well-known
"throw and go" technique should be
discontinued-and replaced with a
"place-and-roll" method. In other
words, place the material in the hole
instead of throwing it in. And be sure
the material is in the hole-not around
the hole. Again, compaction was found
to be very important. Researchers state
that, for temporary patches, good
results can be achieved by driving, or
rolling, over the patch several times.
For better results, compact more
carefully with a tamper or vibratory
compactor.

Q
What are the three most important
things to remember?

A
* Use high-quality patching

material. It is cost-effective
compared with using less expen-
sive material, which ends up
costing more in the long run
because it doesn't last.

* Compaction is essential for every
patch-even if it's just driving
over a temporary patch with a
truck.

* The old "throw and go" method
for temporary patching should be
replaced by a "place and roll"
method. U

not meet the 10-ton spring load design
standard.

The new procedure uses three-day
weather forecasts to predict when

the thaw will occur. Using
forecasts gives Mn/

DOT lead time to
notify the public of

the placement of
load restrictions

and still allow

postings to be
placed before
the thaw has
created

" wdamaging
conditions in
the roads.

Proposed
Policy

The proposed

pa policy, to be
implemented in the

spring of 1999, will
consist of the following:

1. The districts would submit
their roadway segments for the 1999
Road Restriction Map as they
currently do.

2. The 1999 Road Restriction Map
would be mailed to all those on the
current Mn/DOT mailing list, along
with an explanation of the new
procedure for notification of post-
ings. This would be the only mail
notification of the new procedure to
the general public.

3. A toll-free telephone number (800-
723-6543) and Internet site (the Mn/
ROAD home page,
mnroad.dot.state.mn.us) have been
established to provide information on
postings in each frost zone as quickly
and conveniently as possible. A three-
day notice of restrictions will be
provided using a recorded telephone

message, with more detailed status
reports found on the Internet site.
Mailings will no longer be used.

4. The start of the load restriction
period will be determined for each
zone using measured and forecast
daily temperatures, obtained from
the National Weather Service. The
criteria used to determine when load
restrictions will be placed will be: a
thawing index greater than 250 F
degree-days and predicted increases
in the thawing index based on the
three-day forecast.

The intent is to use the three-day
advance forecast temperatures to
ensure that the postings are on at the
beginning of the thaw and at the
same time provide three days of
notice to the public that the posting
period is coming.

5. The load restriction period will be
eight weeks in duration in each
zone. Historically the posting period
has averaged 7.9 - 8.6 weeks
depending on the zone. It is felt that
using a flat eight-week period is
easier to implement.
Based on past history, restrictions

are expected to be in place by March 8
in the southern area of the state and by
March 15 in the central and northern
areas of the state; however, earlier
dates are very likely.

Mn/DOT projects savings from this
new procedure to be in the millions
annually, says John Siekmeier,
research project engineer. "Our
research is paying off and it will
cont n to pay " large divIennda if
we have the patience and the insight to
make it happen."

If you have any questions or would
like more information, contact
Siekmeier at
john.siekmeier@dot.state.mn.us.

[Rettner is with Mn/DOT's Engi-
neering Services.]

New Version of Cold Weather Paving Tool

oads must often be paved underadverse conditions in Minnesota.
This can mean poor compaction and
early deterioration of an asphalt
pavement.

A new paving tool may make paving
in a variety of conditions more viable.
The software, PaveCool Version 2.0,
offers users insights into how adverse
climate conditions will affect their
ability to produce a durable, quality
road surface. Users input the type of
existing surface, type of asphalt mix,
and weather conditions. The output
shows a cooling curve with recom-
mended compaction starting and
stopping times. Field tests have
confirmed the value of this program as
an aid to cold weather paving.

The software was developed by
researchers at the University of
Minnesota led by Professors David
Newcomb and Vaughan Voller of the
Department of Civil Engineering, with
support from Mn/DOT and the
Minnesota Asphalt Pavement Associa-
tion. Members of the Mn/DOT
technical advisory panel were David
Janisch, George Cochran, Jay Koski,
Keith Englesby, and Roger Olson.

PaveCool 2.0 replaces earlier
versions 1.6, 1.7, and 1.8. Improve-
ments in 2.0 include corrections to the

aggregate thermal properties, a plot
that users can view from the input
window, and the recommended start
compaction time-temperature.

Versions 1.6, 1.7, and 1.8 were
released in limited distribution with
aggregate thermal properties that later
proved invalid. Researchers corrected
the thermal properties in Version 1.6
because they discovered the water
content used to calculate the wet
condition was unreasonably high.

New thermal conductivity values
tested in Versions 1.7 and 1.8 were
found to produce longer cooling times
for pavements placed on wet or dry
aggregates than those cooling times
observed in the field. A reevaluation of
typical moisture contents, densities,
and equations for thermal conductivity
and specific heat resulted in the release
of Version 2.0. Researchers encourage
replacement of previous versions with
Version 2.0

PaveCool 2.0 is a Windows program
that runs on laptops (Windows 95, 98,
or NT required). To download your
copy, visit the following Web site:
mnroad.dot.state.mn.us/restools/
cooltool.html.

For a TRAK fact sheet about the
tool, call Mn/DOT's Office of Re-
search Services, 612-282-2272. U



by Darwin Dahlgren and Dan SchmidtAmerica has built one of the largest infra-
structure systems to support transportation
and commerce in the industrialized world.

Managing these systems has never been easy, but
today-with limited funding-careful coordination
is more important than ever. Thankfully, Geographic
Information Systems (GIS) are available to help us
manage assets.

Limited Funding Squeezes Budgets
America's infrastructure includes nearly four million
miles of highways and roads, 576,000 bridges, and
many other assets that
support vehicles, pedestri-
ans, bicyclists, etc. As a
nation, we publicly own
infrastructure having a
current asset value of
$10,000 per household.

Past efforts to manageF
these assets have typically
involved using the "fix the-
worst first" or "squeakyo

wheel" approaches. But as
Bob Dylan sang, "The
times they are a-changing";
the halcyon days of yoreco
when we could fix our
infrastructure problems

simply by throwing money
at them are gone.

Today, limited funding
affects virtually every governmental level and
agency. In Minnesota, talk of a reduction in motor
vehicle registration fees may compound the problem.
This-together with public demands for expanded
and diversified services, federal mandates, schools,
environmental cleanup, and taxpayer aversion to
taxes of any kind-places responsible officials in an
increasingly difficult management role where they
must compete for what little funding is available.
Institutional and commercial entities have not
escaped the funding crunch as they strive to become
globally competitive. The current situation has
resulted in increased costs of maintaining these
valuable assets at a time when taxpayers, sharehold-
ers, and owners are demanding more for less.

Better Rehabilitation Techniques and
Planning
New and improved rehabilitation techniques and
materials are available to prolong the life of our
national infrastructure. Progressive firms such as
Koch Material Company are even providing perfor-
mance-based warranties for road construction and
rehabilitation projects. Computerized asset mainte-
nance management systems have been implemented

ITS News
ARTIC Completes Tests

perational tests of the Advanced Rural
Transportation and Information Coordination
(ARTIC) project have been completed.

ARTIC is an effort by Mn/DOT, the Minnesota
Department of Public Safety, the State Patrol,
Arrowhead Transit, and the city of Virginia to improve
response time for accident and road condition
emergencies.

Applications of ITS (intelligent transportation
systems) technology are hard at work at the
communications center, the heart of the project. From
one location, information can be accessed and
distributed for all the involved agencies. AVL
(automatic vehicle location), computerized mapping,
RWIS (road and weather information systems), and
other functions are being performed-and are
working well, according to project manager Dick
Maddern. "Minnesota can look forward to more of
these communication stations," he says.

Other components of the project have been
implemented elsewhere in Minnesota. AVL and
mobile data terminals already have been installed in
buses and Mn/DOT vehicles. "Technology from the
project keeps expanding and finding new uses,"
Maddern said. For example, a search and rescue
plane has been equipped with similar systems.

Snowplows can also benefit from this project.
From an onboard terminal interface with
the communications center, sand
spreader information can
be downloaded
from the truck to
the communica-
tions center.

According to

Maddern, the main
emphasis now is
launching other centers
like Virginia's all over
Minnesota.

Operational tests ran
from October 1997 to September 1998. A full report
of findings will be available in February.

Communication Centers Move Forward
The Mn/DOT and ADDCO Inc. contract to produce
transportation operation communications centers
(TOCCs) for Duluth and St. Cloud received final
approval in November. These two TOCCs will serve
as operational tests for a statewide network of nine
centers.

The TOCCs will act as virtual spaces for
organization of information that is received from
travel information networks, closed circuit television,
portable traffic management systems, and other
information sources. The information will then be
disseminated through phone, push services, and the
Internet.

Equipment and management will physically be
located in Mn/DOT district offices to foster
partnerships between Mn/DOT, the State Patrol, and
other public agencies. The TOCCs will be located in
nine communities: Brainerd, Detroit Lakes, Duluth,
Mankato, Marshall, Rochester, St. Cloud, Thief River
Falls, and Virginia.

The goal of the projects in Duluth and St. Cloud is
to provide systems that can adapt to changes in the
population and their needs, realizing the benefits of
more efficient and expanded dispatch coverage and
combine use of communications infrastructure.

The information architecture of the TOCC and
features used will have applications specific to each
regional area. For example, the severe weather and
unusual topography of Duluth present unique
challenges to navigation. This creates a need for
timely information about road/weather conditions,
events, and alternate routes; swift incident response;
and a central location for information on all modes of
transportation..

Application of technology developed through other
ITS projects and new research have gone into the
various tools used for remote monitoring and relaying
of information. As Jim Kranig, Mn/DOT project
manager, points out, "One application is ice road
sensors that will send information about the road
condition to the TOCC and then be relayed to
variable message signs and automated deicing
equipment. Through the TOCC deployment, the final
applications of many research efforts can be
realized." W

in numerous public agencies and private companies
to better apply these new techniques and materials.

Those responsible are using these asset manage-
ment systems to answer many complex management
questions. These questions include how to cost-
effectively identify and prioritize maintenance needs
and develop multiyear work plans and corresponding
budgets.

However, asset management systems do not take
logistics into consideration when developing multi-
year plans and budgets. The logistic adjustments to
multiyear plans are usually needed to avoid excessive
transportation of machinery, materials, and person-

nel. Also, maintenance
plans developed for
one asset such as
pavements may also
require coordination
with work done by
other departments such
as sewer and water, as
well as other capital
improvement projects.
Although well-
engineered multiyear
plans should not be
influenced by citizen
complaints or political
priorities, in the real
world these factors also
create the need for
logistic adjustments.

GIS-Work Smarter not Harder
The ease at which logistic adjustments are performed
can be considerably enhanced when a Geographic
Information System (GIS) is integrated into the asset
management processes. GIS functionality assists in
performing logistic adjustments, tracking the effect
of logistic adjustments, and coordinating work with
other departments.

The graphics and color-coded maps produced by
GIS, instead of thick reports, help to secure funding
for the scheduled work by creating more effective
presentations. GIS also serves as a database integra-
tion tool. The maintenance and analysis of the
various asset databases such as pavements, sewers,
water, signs, and signals are left up to the responsible
departments, and the GIS provides the means of
coordinating the information.

The complementary data analysis capabilities of
asset management systems and GIS will help asset
managers stretch their limited funds.

[Dahlgren and Schmidt are with Braun Intertec.
Dahlgren is the instructor of the T2 workshop, "GIS
as an Asset Management Tool, " which was held in
December and February.]
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Information System
by Al Forsberg

ounties have available a large store of informa-
tion on their road and bridge systems compiled

for various local, state, and federal purposes.
Database information includes vehicle crashes,
traffic volume, road geometrics, reconstruction costs,
weight restrictions, pavement condition, construction
history, etc. The challenge has been to use this
information as a basis for decisions on investing
scarce road and bridge construction and maintenance
funds.

A large database, a map, and a need to link and
query this information-theses are the ingredients
for Geographic Information Systems (GIS). The
Blue Earth County database consists of Carte
Graphics County Highway System software. The
map consists of the Mn/DOT digitized county
highway map with each road divided into sections
corresponding to the State Aid needs segments. The
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county used Map Info, a relatively economical PC
software, as the GIS link between the database and
map.

This GIS allows the county to ask questions and
get answers in both lists and shown on a map. For
instance, which road segments have a high vehicle
crash rate, poor pavement conditions, and are weight-
restricted? The GIS can promptly provide a list and
show on a map all segments meeting these criteria.

The county is currently updating and completing
the database. The system has been the basis for its
recently developed long-term transportation plan. It is
also being used for updating the five-year capital
improvement plan. The system does not make
decisions for your county; however, by organizing the
available information and allowing you to ask
questions easily, it can be a big help in making them. M

[Forsberg is Blue Earth County's highway engineer]

Stretch Your Funds-With GIS

Blue Earth County Develops GIS-Based Highway



A Multi-jurisdictional Approach To Transportation Planning
For Minnesota's Rural Rebound!
by Dave Montebello

SI f you build it, they will come" is a byword in changes to the trunk highway, county road, and local The multi-jurisdictional planning process initiated
transportation, but what if you don't build it city street systems. In addition, access management discussions with numerous transportation interests
and they come anyway? Would you be guidelines were instituted and common vision was and policymakers. During the initial planning

prepared? achieved for TH 169 in Mankato and North Man- sessions, key stakeholders were identified in each of
Demographic information suggests that a rural kato. In Hutchinson, the plan built consensus for a the communities. Examples of these stakeholder

rebound is occurring throughout the nation as peripheral roadway system and a concept plan for groups include local businesses, community groups,
increasing numbers of people-among them retiring TH 7 through downtown Hutchinson. school districts, law enforcement agencies, trucking,
baby boomers-migrate back to small towns. A railroad, and local government agencies. Engaging
number of factors make smaller communities Improve Communication Relating these types of transportation interest groups early in
appealing, including lower taxes, lower labor costs, Transportation Issues and Solutions the process provided a good understanding of
and relatively inexpensive transportation costs. Communication is one of the keys to building transportation issues in the area and also provided
Technological advancements that make people less support for transportation solutions and long-range unique insight on potential compromises and
dependent on central offices are also contributing to transportation vision for the community or region solutions. In addition, public open house meetingstransportation vision for the community or region.a rebound in rural population. Most of the multi-jurisdictional studies used a were held at key points in the study process to

Minnesota is experiencing both population technical advisory committee (TAC) to assist in communicate study results and to solicit input.
increases and declines depending upon the area of
the state. Population declines are projected in Improve Relationships and
rural plain counties to the south and west of Teamwork
the Twin Cities, while a spine of growth While a study can provide a framework for
occurs from the southeast to the north agencies to work from, the study process also
through the Twin Cities to the lake country. should foster mutual trust and an understand-

Since transportation issues can cross manySince transportation issues can cross many ing of other agencies' transportation issues
agency boundaries, it is imperative that many of other agencies. O ngoing relationships among

regions develop a multi-jurisdictional Future and priorities. Ongoing relationships among
Functional agencies and key staff are vital to implemen-

approach to transportation studies. SRF Classification tation of the plan and to resolve future
Consulting Group, Inc. has worked with problems and planning decisions. Building
numerous conmunities to develop multi- these relationships is an ongoing process that
jurisdictional transportation plans. Among was begun through the technical committee
these communities are Mankato/North . discussions and during small-group meetings.
Mankato area, Wright County, Sherburne
County, city of Hutchinson, and Carver Leverage Limited Funds
County.

The goal of these planning activities is to Partnering on transportation studies enables

develop a vision for the future that communi- agencies to pool financial resources to reduce
ties can work toward over time. This enables initial costs and implement high priority

commuties to leverage opportumties as improvements more uicky. In addition,y

they arise while minimizing the potential involving private businesses in the discus

negative impacts of growth. Developing an sions and small-group meetings, they are

orderly growth plan and identifying potential better able to understand the overall transpor-
directing the studies, review technical information, tation plan and economic constraints. This cantransportation problems as well as solutions based on

transportation problemsal approachs well as solutions based on and to provide additional input. The technical increase opportunities to leverage private sector
a muti-jurisdictional approach can result in many advisory committees included technical and policy- funding sources with public funding sources for, and level staff from each of the agencies. specific improvement projects.
regional agencies. Some of these benefits are The selection of this staff sends an important
described below. message to communities and businesses regarding Conclusion

the importance of the joint planning effort. Commit- Combining forces is essential if cities, counties, and
Establish a Common Set of ting key staff may help attract the interest of key regions are going to meet the demands of the rural
Goals and Vision decision-makers and policy officials. For example, rebound successfully. Multi-jurisdictional transporta-
One of the most important elements of multi- Jim Swanson, Mn/DOT district engineer, played a tion planning is an opportunity to pool information,
jurisdictional planning is to establish a common set significant role in small-group meetings in the expertise, and resources and to jointly accomplish
of goals and vision. This provides a unified direction Mankato/North Mankato study. results that a single agency would be hard pressed to
for all of the agencies as they implement the plan. Involving a top-level staff person has the tendency achieve.E

Common goals and a transportation vision for to attract greater interest from local council mem- [If you need further information on these studies
communities have been established through joint bers, county boards, and city officials. Attracting key contact Jim Swanson, Mn/DOT Mankato (507-389-
agency discussions and a public participation policymakers not only provides an opportunity to 6869); John Rodeberg, city of Hutchinson (320-234-
process. For example, in Mankato/North Mankato a enhance communication, it also provides opportuni- 4208); or Dave Montebello, SRF Consulting Group,
long-range system plan was identified that addressed ties for education and relationship building. Inc. (612-475-0010).]

"Simple Solutions" for Rural Transportation
A recent study documented more than 50 proven, * where it was implemented http://inform.enterprise.prog.org.

cost-effective, "low-tech" solutions to rural * who developed and implemented it The solution descriptions are also downloadable
transportation needs, most developed or imple- * what the solution cost from this site as .pdf files (portable document
mented by local transportation professionals. format). A full report is available from Hau To at

What types of technologies are 651-686-6321, or from Minnesota T2.
What are the "simple solutions"? documented?
In 1997, a series of interviews took place with local Examples include: How can I use the information?
transportation professionals from across the United * a "lane-drop smoothing" system using a series of The solutions demonstrate how city, county, and state
States. The goal was to identify and document any changeable message signs, activated automatically DOT engineers, and others, have created or adapted
locally developed "simple solutions" to transporta- by changes in traffic flow technologies to solve problems in innovative ways. It
tion problems or needs. The findings are all low-cost, * a coordinate addressing system which helps the is hoped that their success stories will inspire others
low-tech applications of transportation technology that emergency services locate rural homes quickly and to consider applying technology in everyday
have been proven in real-world environments. Many easily situations.
of the solutions can be considered forerunners of more * the automated distribution of weather and road The simple solutions are being promoted through a
advanced "intelligent transportation systems." condition information to multiple users using fax partnership of the U.S. DOT FHWA and ENTER-

machines PRISE, a pooled-fund research consortium that
What information is available? supports the advancement of intelligent transporta-
Details documented for each solution include: Where can I obtain this information? tion systems.g
* why the solution was developed Details of each solution are provided on the Intemet at:



Mark Your Calendars:
Third Annual Minnesota
Pavement Conference
Cosponsored with Mn/DOT, this
conference provides practical informa-
tion to practitioners and others in
pavement design, construction, mainte-
nance, materials, low-volume roads, and
more. It will be held on February 25 in
the St. Paul campus Earle Brown Center.

A conference brochure was mailed in
December. For more information contact
Catherine Ploetz, 612-626-2259;
ploetz@mail.cee.umn.edu.

CTS Tenth Annual
Transportation Research
Conference
The CTS Tenth Annual Transportation
Research Conference will take place on
May 18-19 at RiverCentre in St. Paul. It
will feature concurrent sessions on topics
ranging from pavement and bridge
research to the economic impacts of
highway bypasses on small communities.

Other highlights include the
opening plenary session, titled "New
Directions," which will feature
presentations by the post-election
leadership of organizations such as
Mn/DOT and the Metropolitan
Council, and two luncheon presenta-
tions. The first luncheon, on May 18,
will be presented by Professor John
Pucher of Rutgers University on
"Coordinated Urban Transport Policy
in Europe and Canada: Lessons for the
United States?" Shirley A. DeLibero,
executive director of New Jersey
Transit Corporation, will present
"Completing the System: How to
Create a Multimodal, Interconnected
Transit Network" at the second
luncheon on May 19.

A preliminary conference brochure
with registration materials will be
mailed in March. For more informa-
tion contact Catherine Ploetz,
612-626-2259;

ploetz@mail.cee.umn.edu.l

Circuit Training and Assistance
Program Update
I s we mark the end of 1998 and

y first year as a full-time CTAP
instructor, I want to take a minute to fill
you in on the progress of the Circuit
Training and Assistance Program. First,
I need to tell you how honored I am to
hold this position. I have the unique
opportunity to visit
maintenance
facilities all over
the state of
Minnesota, not
only to teach, but
to learn and pass
on your new and
best maintenance
practices. I have
learned a lot over
the past year, and I
want to thank
those of you who
have attended
CTAP courses for
your participation.

Last spring I put
on my training
wheels and
wobbled my way
through my first
CTAP asphalt

Sanders were calibrated and discus-
sions on the benefit of application rate
guidelines were held at 22 different
locations.

Next spring I'll be traveling in style
in the new CTAP van. The van will be
kept well stocked with training videos

The T Center
is in the process of
compiling a best

practices manual, as
well as a vegetation
field guide. The veg-
etation class will be
based on these new
publications. Look for

more details
in future CTS
newsletters.

pavement class. The Asphalt Pavement
module gives a nice overview of the
benefits of patching, crack sealing, chip
seals, and overlays. I was lucky enough
to have Mitch Vest from the St. Cloud
Mn/DOT accompany me; he stole the
show sharing his experiences with
automated pothole and slurry patching.

Late spring and summer found me on
the road... the gravel road. Two new
gravel road training modules, Gravel
Roads Down and Dirty and Dust
Control on Gravel Roads, were added
to the CTAP repertoire. I gave 23
classes on gravel gradations and dust
control products from one end of the
state to the other.

Snow and Ice training, Application
Rates and Sander Calibration, was on
the menu for this fall and winter.

and CDs, as well
as resource
materials on the
latest roadway
technology.
Although I'm
still in the
process of
planning next
year's curricu-
lum, you can
expect a class on
roadside
vegetation. The
T2 Center is in
the process of
compiling a best
practices
manual, as well
as a vegetation
field guide. The
vegetation class
will be based on

these new publications. Look for more
details in future CTS newsletters.

One of the most exciting aspects of
this job are the endless streams of
training topics to choose from.
Geotextiles, soil stabilizers, patching
materials, crack sealing, Mn/DOT's
new Road Weather Information
System, pre-wetting, anti-icing,
research at the Mn/ROAD facility and,
most important, your best practices
and innovations. I am looking forward
to another full year of training. If you
have any questions, want to host a
class, or have a suggestion for a future
CTAP topic, feel free to call me at
218-723-4830. 5

-Tom Broadbent
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New Items Available from the
Minnesota Transportation Libraries Featured Web Sites
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To borrow items from the Minnesota Transpor-
tation Libraries, contact Eric Hinsdale at the
Center for Transportation Studies, 612-626-

1023, or call the Mn/DOT Library, 651-296-2385.

Wood Chips As a Lightweight Fill. Minnesota
Department of Transportation Report MN/RC -
1998/05U.

This report summarizes an experiment that began
in 1976 when Mn/DOT utilized poplar wood chips
as a lightweight fill for an embankment on T. H. No.
53 in Koochiching County. Nineteen years of
maintenance history are reported.

Salt Tolerance in Short Stature Grasses.
Minnesota Department of Transportation Report
MN/RC - 1998/16.

In this project researchers used extensive labora-
tory, greenhouse, and field studies to determine the
relative salt tolerance of select native grasses and
forbs used to re-revegetate rights-of-way within four
meters of the pavement edge.

right time are all stressed.

Shooting Good Video. Federal Highway Admin-
istration. 8 minutes. (1 copy)

This award-winning video describes some tech-
niques for producing high-quality videos.

Extra Publications to Give Away
The T2 Library has extra copies of the following

titles, which it will give away on a first-come, first-
served basis. Call Eric Hinsdale at 612-626-1023 to
check availability.

Concrete Pavement Rehabilitation-Guide for
Load Transfer Restoration. Federal Highway
Administration Report # FHWA-SA-97-103. (4
copies) There is one extra copy of the accompanying
videotape, Fit to Be Tied: Retrofitting PCC Pavement
with Dowel Bars; Dowel Bar Insertion for Load
Transfer at Mid Panel Crack; Retrofitted Load
Transfer Devices.

Load transfer restoration at transverse joints and
working cracks of concrete pavements is an essential

Salt Solutions-Statewide Salt and Sand part of any Concrete Pavement Rehabilitation
Reduction Initiative. Minnesota Department of program. This publication provides guidance on the
Transportation Report MN/RC - 1998/20. project selection, design, materials, and construction

This report evaluates the Minnesota Department requirements for this technique. An accompanying
of Transportation's Salt Solutions program over the 52-minute videotape illustrates the various construc-
past two years, documenting program components, tion processes used by the Washington State, Kansas,
describing the technology, and providing a detailed and Indiana Departments of Transportation.
cost-benefit analysis.

Highway/Utility Guide. Federal Highway Admin-
Life-Cycle Cost Analysis in Pavement Design. istration Report # FHWA-SA-93-049. (2 copies)

Federal Highway Administration publication No. This is a comprehensive guide to better practices
FHWA-SA -9079. - eing emp coyede adklress theull airrayof-ssuestha

This bulletin recommends procedures for conduct- arise from highways and utility facilities sharing
ing Life-Cycle Cost Analysis (LCCA) of pavements, common right-of-way.
provides detailed procedures to determine work zone
user costs, and introduces a probabilistic approach to / Successful Supervision for Local Road Supervi-
account for the uncertainty associated with LCCA sors: A handbook to help you manage, motivate,
inputs. communicate. Federal Highway Administration

Publication # FHWA-RT-91-002. (20 copies)
Pavement Recycling Guidelines for State and This guide offers tips for local road supervisors on

Local Governments. Federal Highway Administra- ways to work well with their employees.
tion publication No. FHWA-SA-98-042.

This is the participant's reference book designed
to accompany a two-day workshop on pavement
recycling guidelines. It describes the advantages of
pavement recycling and includes information on hot-
mix asphalt recycling, asphalt surface recycling, hot-
in-place recycling, cold-mix asphalt recycling, and
full depth reclamation. This publication is available
in print and CD-ROM formats.

Extra Copies of Videos to Give Away
To ask about the availability of videos to give away,
call Eric Hinsdale at 612-626-1023. To inquire about
borrowing a video, call the Mn/DOT Library at 612-
296-2385.

Protecting Our Pavement: Preventive Mainte-
nance. Federal Highway Administration and
Michigan Department of Transportation. 15 minutes.
(2 copies)

This video conveys the importance of preventive
maintenance from the perspective of five veteran
chief engineers. The importance of establishing
dedicated funding, improving strategic planning and
programming, and applying the right treatment at the

Dust Control on Unpaved Roads. Wisconsin
Transportation Bulletin # 13. (6 copies)

This is a brief article outlining several techniques
for controlling dust on gravel and other unpaved
surfaces.

1996 Stearns County Superpave Research
Project. Mn/DOT Report Number 97-23. (1 copy)

This report summarizes a test of Superpave mixes
conducted on a four-lane divided highway west of St.
Cloud.

Blue Earth County Superpave Level 1 Project.
Mn/DOT Report Number 97-13. (2 copies)

This report details a series of Superpave projects
carried out in Blue Earth County in 1995 and 1996.

Investigation of Hot Mix Asphalt Mixtures at
Mn/ROAD. Mn/DOT Report Number 97-06. (1
copy)

This report presents the material characterization
for the Minnesota Road Research Project (Mn/
ROAD), providing historical base line information on
properties needed for validation of future pavement
evaluation and design models. E]

T2 Workshops from page 1

(Note: While you're at it, are there 1999 courses you
may still want to participate in?)

If you need further information on a workshop,
refer to your 1998-1999 T2 Workshop Catalog which
provides descriptions of most courses planned for
2000. Otherwise, simply contact Minnesota T2 at
612-626-1077 for further information. (A new 2000-
2001 Workshop Catalog will be mailed to you this
spring.)

We hope this gives you all you need for you and
your staff to plan to participate in these learning
events. Also, because your agency's needs change,
our training offerings will reflect these changing
needs. We'll keep you posted on any new offerings.
If you have any questions or have suggestions for
additional training topics, please contact Maria
Hagen, T2 coordinator, at 612-625-8373.1

- Cheri Trenda

t--



IF YOUR PROFESSIONAL ORGANIZATION MEETS ON A REGULAR BASIS, LET US INCLUDE THE INFORMATION HERE. CONTACT EDITOR, TECHNOLOGY EXCHANGE.

FOR AN UP-TO-DATE LIST OF EVENTS IN MINNESOTA AND NATIONWIDE, PLEASE SEE THE CTS/T2 EVENTS WEB PAGE: www.umn.edu/cts/Events/calendar.html

DAT *NOA TION CONTACT

Feb. 23 Designing Questionaires and Surveys

Feb. 25 Third Annual Minnesota Pavement Conference

Mar. 9 Minnesota Urban Traffic Engineering Council Meeting

Mar. 10 ITS Minnesota Annual Meeting and Guidestar Technology Forum

Apr. 20-21 NCATSSA "How To" Conference

Apr. 28-30 Geosynthetics 1999

May 12-14 1999 Minnesota Safety & Health Conference

May 18-19 CTS Tenth Annual Transportation Research Conference

May 23-27 Seventh International Conference on Low-Volume Roads

Earle Brown Center, St. Paul

Earle Brown Center, St. Paul

St. Cloud Civic Center

Holiday Inn Select, Bloomington

Fargo Civic Center

World Trade Center, Boston

MSC Resource Center, St. Paul

RiverCentre, St. Paul

LSU, Baton Rouge

Susan Burke, 612-625-3530

Catherine Ploetz, 612-626-2259

Mike Weiss, 651-582-1080

Catherine Ploetz, 612-626-2259

1-800-272-8772

Arik Hanson, 612-222-2508

Minnesota Safety Council, 1-800-444-9150

Catherine Ploetr, 612-626-2259

G.P. Jayaprakash, 202-334-2952

SEE PAGE SIX FOR "COMING ATTRACTIONS" FROM MINNESOTA T2 .

Murphy from page 1

Research Board (LRRB).
Pat offered leadership to Minnesota T2 as the program's Steering Committee

chair since 1994. Under his direction new T2 services, such as the Circuit Training
and Assistance Program (CTAP van), offered Minnesota local agencies expanded
information and training. The staff of Minnesota T2, together with the members of
the T2 Steering Committee, extend much gratitude to Pat for his solid commitment
to and support for effective technology transfer for Minnesota's local agencies.
Thank you Pat!

As the new division director, Julie Skallman will succeed Pat as the T2 Steering
Committee chair. Julie began working at Mn/DOT with the Bemidji District in
1976 and joined the State Aid division in 1986. She became the assistant State Aid
engineer in 1991, and brings a wealth of experience to the position of division
director. Julie is not new to the work of transportation technology transfer; indeed,
as a previous member of the LRRB Research Implementation Committee, Julie
assisted in directing the implementation of research results and the transfer of new
transportation practices to Minnesota's local agencies. Welcome Julie! il

- Cheri Trenda

---------------------------------------

?Re der (Response

Please help the Exchange become more effective by filling out this form and

returning it to:

Minnesota T 2 Center, Center for Transportation Studies

200 Transportation and Safety Building, 511 Washington Avenue S.E.

Minneapolis, MN 55455

Fax: 612-625-6381 E-mail: snopl001@tc.umn.edu

The following is a(n)

addition change deletion

Name

Title/Organization

Employment

County City Township Mn/DOT Supplier

Contractor Consultant Vendor Other

Address

Phone/Fax/

E-mail

My suggestion for a local innovation to report on is:

My question for the Q & A column is:

My idea, comment, or suggestion is:

Please send me information on:
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1998 Index
Vol. 6, No. 4, Oct.-Dec. 1998
Timber Bridges: Simple Solutions Can

Lengthen Life
Aloha to T2 Staff and Students
LRRB Strengthens Commitment to

Training and Assistance
Demo Features Pavement Repair Tech-

niques
MCEA, Minnesota T2 Sign Partnering

Agreement
Officials Take Tour of Tire-Filled Roads
Glass-to-Aggregate Project May Reduce

County Costs
Recycled Glass Finds New Purpose in

Road Construction
Counties Recycle Mixed Glass in Local

Projects
Bon Jour! NovaChip European Technology

Introduced to Minnesota
New Mn/DOT Library Means Greater

Service to Users

Vol. 6, No. 3, July-Sep. 1998
Integral Abutment Bridges: A Field Study
Major Changes Made to Bituminous Specs
TEA-21 Trims LTAP Funding
Fingalson Wins MSPE Award
Q&A: Mulch Legumes
Blanck Chosen as NACE President
Tomorrow's Technology Transfer:

Identifying Advanced Tools for T2

CTS Conference: Traffic Flow to Weather
Info

Keeping Herbicides on Target
Choosing the Right Deicer
CTAP Van: On the Road Again
Spring Maintenance Expo Nuggets
Get Help Planning Your Roadside

Landscape
New Resource for Work Zone Safety

Information
Bridge Project Receives CTS Research

Partnership Award

Vol. 6, No. 2, April-June 1998
The Aftermath of the Red River Flood of

1997
Minnesota Leads the Way With Rural ITS

Projects
ISTEA & LTAP: Your Support Makes All

the Difference
New Weed Sprayers Are Economical
Happy Trails, Tom Struve!
Are You Ready for the New Millennium?
Top Ten Year 2000 Myths
Q&A: Shared Facility
Battle of the Blankets: A Tale of Erosion

Control Research and Testing
Which Pavement Management Software

Will Work for You?
The "Finnishing" Touch for Pavements
Gleanings from the Pavement Conference
Living Snow Fences Reduce Costs,

Improve Safety
Gravel Roads Training and CTAP

Program Expand
CTAP Asphalt Maintenance Workshops

Continue
New Events Complement T2 Base

Program
LTAP News on the Web

Vol. 6, No. 1, Jan.-March 1998
T2 Workshop Information Available for

Local Agencies' 1998-99 Planning
LTAP Needs Your Support in ISTEA

Reauthorization
County, City Engineers Hear T2 Update,

Present Awards
Q&A: Superpave
Evaluation System Created for LRRB

Projects
LRRB Establishes T2 Continued Program
Funds

SAFETRUCK: Improving the Safety of
Heavy Vehicles-and Rural Roads

Danger in the Highway Work Area
SHRP Safety Products Show Range of

Success
Tom Broadbent Is New CTAP Instructor
Web Sites that Might Interest You il


